
TITLE:   DATA INTEGRITY AT INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURER - REPRESENTATIVE CONTACT

Company Instrument Manufacturer
Team Gretchen L., Dennis A., Erin S., Michelle M., Will B., Eric A., Natalie V.
Date:

 - Michelle to work with TS's as some data is still not shown as reviewed.

 - IT to identify reports listed on Report Portal so we can determine which can be deleted

 - Need to further discuss how to change from territories by counties, to zip codes - requires contract negotiation; understanding of divisions currently & with zip codes

6/28/12 Closed

Notifications - Erin (Sales Admin) to receive notice from TS and that will be forwarded to:   Dennis & Sharlene

 - Write check list & work instruction - Work instruction drafted, need to add "rules" on adding ID's

 - IT to see if Outlook contacts can be pulled from SAP - DONE

 - Do we need to establish a means for Reps to communicate changes?   No

 - Document standard work - process for auditing, process for communicatin changes, process for determining when a rep needs a new ID code, how to document commission information and territory

IT has linked TopVis to Outlook to get information updated.  Is this true for ALL rep emails or only main?

FOLLOW-UP

6/6/2023

 - Offer help to call and update

 - Issue from using SAP for mailing - how to easily save conversation trail

 -Michelle willto confirm the quantity of representatives equals the number listed on "Representative Maintenance" report

 - Erin & Sharlene to test mass emailing from SAP with smaller sample group. (by 3/15)

Auditing - TS's to update information as it's received

  - Sales Admin will audit 2 Reps/TS quarterly

  - Annually Sales Admin will send mass email to all reps to update records.

Errors in our Representative contact information cause poor communication and risk exposure of confidential information.

 - Michelle to have TS's email SAP information to Reps to get updates (complete by 2/17)

 - Michelle & 1 TS to test emailing through SAP (by 2/17)

 - Natalie to train Michelle on where to identify confirmation of updates via report portal (by 2/10)

 - Natalie to train Erin & Sharlene on mass emailing from SAP (by 3/1)

BACKGROUND:

       Bounce Back 2 - Mailing from Outlook

Multiple databases feeding reports - some are accurate others aren't; 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN:

GOAL/TARGET CONDITION:

August 22, 2012

 - 50 of 1076 Entries without Email Addresses in SAP (5%)

CURRENT CONDITION:

 - No method to insure we have latest representative contact information

 - No defined owner to insure the data is maintained

       Bounce Back 1 -  Rep survey addresses were a combination of TopVis & Marketing addresses

 - People primarily mailing from Outlook, not SAP

 - Everyone using SAP to contact Representatives (by 4/1/12)

      - Rep Surveys and mass mailings sent thru SAP (by 4/1/12)

      - Regionals & Inside Sales sending individual mailings through SAP (by 4/1/12)

 - >95% accuracy on mass emailings (Bounce Backs) using SAP (by 4/30/12)

 - System to check contact information - frequency, responsibility, verification (by 4/30/12)

           - losing history of communication

PROBLEM STATEMENT

REFLECTIONS

 - Need to clearly identify sources and metrics early; we keep going back to doulble check

 - 

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

 - 43 Duplications in SAP - from 1076 Entries (4%)
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